Manager’s Report by Mike Langley

Financial Report by Karen Shay

Water Reclamation Facility

- The guys at the WRF have been tuning the dewatering process to the point where the waste sludge is at times to thick to pump. This has reduced the amount of sludge hauled to Sequim for further processing dramatically, and reduced the amount the District has paid the City of Sequim. THANKS WILLY, RICH, & PAT!!
- Scott has been using the new backhoe to tidy up the gravel and dirt storage piles at the treatment plant. The new machine is working well.

Water Meters/Meter Setters

- Scott and Dutch have just completed the 18th water meter read for all of SunLand. The next water meter read is planned for the first week in October.
Water Production/Consumption Results

- The water level in well no. 1 is a foot lower than it was in January of this year, while the water level in well no. 2 is the same as it was in January.

- Total water production in July of 2019 from both sources was 12,848,369 gallons, for a total water production in 2019 of 48,790,397 gallons.

Other

- The lower reservoir/barn gate has been repaired and works fine now. The lower reservoir emergency generator house has been repaired and painted. Thanks Jay and Dutch!

- Matt, with Grundfos, performed the annual maintenance on the pressure and control systems at both reservoirs. We still have an issue with false alarms coming from the pressure system at the lower reservoir. Jay and I were here in the wee hours of the morning a few days ago.

- SWD personnel will be attending an AC Pipe handling class in October.

- SWD personnel are still responding to Alarms at the lower reservoir. The Grundfos folks are working on a resolve for this issue. These responses are all overtime as they are occurring in the middle of the night.

- Dutch has submitted Nitrate, VOC, and herbicide samples from both drinking water sources.

- Mike attended a Clallam County Emergency Preparedness meeting in Sequim on July 17.